An Alternative Shoreline Protection Project
at Brunswick Town/ Fort Anderson
Abstract

Structure at high tide

Brunswick Town/ Fort Anderson (BTFA) is a state of North Carolina
historical site, and experiences rapid shoreline erosion from constant
tide forces and dynamic wave action. The North Carolina Department
of Natural and Cultural Resources (NCDNCR) seeks to halt the
shoreline erosion to prevent additional buried colonial-era wharf
destruction, the undermining of Civil War-era batteries and three other
colonial era wharf sites. Erosion on the banks of BTFA was first noted
in 2008, and, from 2008 to 2013, the site lost 75-120’ of shoreline.
The Atlantic Reefmaker (ARM) was identified as a potential solution to
protect the natural and cultural resources at BTFA. The Reefmaker
concept is a water flow through wave attenuation system. The system
includes individual discs that are stacked on a fiberglass pile.

Structure at low tide

While wave attenuation is the primary function of the Reefmaker
concept, there are many ecosystem service benefits to the system. In
the Gulf coast, the discs have been embedded with natural oyster
shell and also soaked in oyster spat before installation to promote
oyster settlement.
The Reefmaker concept and structure redefines “living shorelines”.
The system stabilizes the shoreline and marsh while enhancing the
fish and shellfish habitat on and around the structure.
The Reefmaker concept was selected over a rock sill at the BTFA site
because the structure:
• Works in horizontally limited areas
• Dissipates destructive wave energy
• Provides habitat for marine fauna, sessile and non-sessile
organisms
• Sets base unit above the substrate
o Minimizing scour
o Minimizing sand/sediment re-distribution
• Works in high energy environments
• Minimizes ‘foot print’ impact to substrate
• Permits flushing along the entire shoreline
2
o 12” diameter per fiberglass pile (0.785 ft / piling)
o Reefmaker – 500 ft long structure = 78.5 ft2
o Rock Sill – 500 ft long with 2:1 slopes = 10,000 ft2
• Allows for modular construction
• Enables easy adjustments to accommodate for sea level rise (SLR)
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Results
The University of North Carolina at Wilmington (UNCW) is currently
conducting monitoring of the structure on behalf of the NCDNCR.
In August 2018, about one year after construction of Phase 1 was
completed, there was 3’ of accretion in an area behind the structure. Three
areas of Spartina alterniflora recruitment were also noted.
From September 13-16, 2018, the Reefmaker structure withstood
Hurricane Florence’s landing near the site. The hurricane brought several
high tide cycles with pounding storm surges and flooding against the
structure. No ill effects from the storm have been noted.
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